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ABOUT HITECH SOLUTIONS

Hitech Solutions Pvt Ltd is the market leader in Custom designed machinery,
High-tech research and development and Automation in Textile industry. We
develop innovative solutions to eliminate shaded garments, relax your fabric before
cutting and more innovative products according to the customer requirements.
We continue to be the partner of choice of our customers for our innovative
solutions in Image processing, Automated machineries design, Machine
upgrading, Control panel design, HMI and ERP software development and
Central management tools.
Our after sales service including planned maintenance and emergency breakdown
service 24x7 anywhere in Sri Lanka is unmatched in the industry.
The price of our product can be vary according to the customer requirements and
budgeted according to the customers.

Contact Us
HITECH SOLUTIONS Pvt Ltd,
No18/1B,
Samurdhi Mawatha,
Biyagama, Sri Lanka.
E- Mail: info@hitech.lk , info@hitechsl.com
Web: www.hitech.lk ,www.hitechsl.com
www.facebook.com/hitechsl
www.alibaba.com/company/100080487
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FABRIC RELAXING MACHINE
HITECH relaxing machines gives you rolls with constant tension that can be spread immediately
on automated spreading machines with saving time and space also this machines comes with
automated width and length measurement system.
These relaxing machines are also developed to provide optimum handling and utilisation of
tension sensitive fabrics.
More than 15 fabric relaxing machines are currently operated within Sri Lanka and 2 in India.

Roll to Roll

Roll to Lap
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Full forward and reverse run of fabric
Compact and crease free rolling on winding tubes
Multi stage fabric relaxation (lay on conveyor, Blower based loop lifting technology, air
floatation or steam V shape loop creation and loop lifting technology for higher
relaxation)
Edge control for increasing productivity of spreading machines
Length measurement by calibrated pressure adjustable digital output measurement wheel
Camera based automatic width and length measurement
A software with minimum operator interaction

Technical Specification

Metric

Speed

0 to 60 metres/min

Fabric Width

2000mm (Customized)

Overall Machine Width

2900mm (Customized)

Overall machine height

1100mm (Customized)

Machine Weight

800kg

Standard roll diameter

110mm (Customized)

Standard roll weight

40kg (Customized)

Electrical requirement

Three or Single Phase

Pneumatic requirement

More than 5bar
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Uses rolling Conveyers

HIFR1
Relaxing conveyer
type

Compatible with all type of
fabrics
Automated length
measurement

&

width

Fabric relaxation
flotation

using

air

Uses lifted relaxing loops

HIFR2
Air lifted V-loop

Most suitable for tension
sensitive fabric materials
Fabric relaxation
flotation

using

air

Automated length and width
measurement
Uses relaxing loops

HIFR3
Basic vertical loop
arrangement

HIFR4
Basic U loop
arrangement

Most suitable for non-elastic
fabric materials
Fabric relaxation
flotation

using

air

Automated length and width
measurement
Uses relaxing loop system with
curved metal board to hold the
fabric
Most suitable for tension
sensitive fabric materials
Fabric relaxation
flotation

using

air

Automated length and width
measurement
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FABRIC INSPECTION MACHINES
HITECH fabric inspection machines were developed to detect defects in a wide range of rolled
materials and these machines are also equipped with drive operated AC motors for the purpose
of saving power.
These machines have all necessary features like tensionless handling, accurate length measuring,
appropriate illumination, straight roll selvedge, auto cutting and etc.
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Technical Specification

Metric

Speed

0 to 60 meters/min

Fabric Width

2000mm (Customized)

Machine Width

2900mm (Customized)

Overall machine height

1700mm (Customized)

Machine Weight

1200kg

Standard roll diameter

110mm (Customized)

Standard roll weight

40kg (Customized)

Electrical requirements

Three or Single Phase

Pneumatic requirements

More than 5bar
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Efficient inspection of medium and heavy quality fabrics
Efficient inspection through top and bottom illumination
Edge control for increasing productivity of spreading machines
Tensionless movement of fabric on inspection table
Full forward and reverse run of fabric
Compact and crease free rolling on winding tubes
Camera based automated fabric length and width measurement
Straight & uniform roll winding through efficient selvedge guider
Operator friendly , improves productivity, reduces labour
A software with minimum operator interaction

HIS1. Roll to Lap

HISRL2. Lap to Roll
Lap
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VISION BASED REPORTING SYSTEM
(MEASURES FABRIC WIDTH, LENGTH)

HITECH vision based reporting systems are developed to measure fabric width along with
length of the fabric using high end cameras and advanced image processing technologies.







Fabric length & width measurement
Eliminate human errors & differences in perception from individual to individual
Can be record and review all roll inspection data
Operator friendly, Improves productivity and reduces labour
Generate reports for roll inspection data.
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Technical Specification

Matric

Fabric Type

Any

Accuracy

3mm to 10mm

Maximum Measured Width

2000mm (customized)

Minimum Measured Width

450mm (customized)

Required Fabric Length

Any length can be measured

Minimum PC Requirements

Windows 7 or 8.1
Core i3 preferred with 2GB ram
15 LCD Screen
USB 3.0 1 Port(for Camera)
USB 2.0 1 Port(for Camera)
Keyboard & Mouse
1 Serial Port

Mounted Cameras
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AGV (Automated Guided Vehicle)
Our AGVs (Automated Guided Vehicles) are automatically navigated and operate without
drivers. As a part of customer production and intra-logistics they are used to increase the
production and warehousing. We also provide custom automated AGVs that meet specific needs
Our Most Common AGV Applications are,







Conveyor pick-up
Floor Transfer
Point to Point
Flow Rack Transfer
Floor Stacking
Single Position Rack Transfer
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Technical Specification
Over all Dimension
Moving Way
Moving Direction
Communication
Driving Mode
Driving Power
Carrying Capacity
Turning Radius
Navigation Accuracy
Working Hours
Climbing Capacity
Stop Precision
Charging Method
Alarm Form
Storage Battery
Safety Protection
Designed Life
Speed
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Metric
L1450*W410*H280(mm)
Magnetic stripe navigation
Going ahead, back ,turning left and right, bifurcating
Wireless Local Area Network
Independent Driving Wheels
DC24V ,DC48V
300Kg ,500Kg,750kg,1000kg (or custom made)
The minimum could be 500mm(the magnetic stripe path lays the radius)
±10mm
24hours
3-7°
±10mm
Manual Charging /Automatic Charging
Acousto-optic Alarm
Maintenance free charging, continuous discharge times are more than 300.
The front obstacle detects the sensor + machinery anti-collision mechanism
double protection
More than 10 years
24-45m/minute(or custom made)
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Our Other Machineries
Computer Controlled Dye Dispenser
Chemical mixing systems are designed for dye kitchens of the garment factories for automated
chemical mixing and weighting. The system helps precise and fast chemical mixing, recipe
management and data capturing of weighing and mixing process.

Molding Machineries and Control Systems
Hitech Solutions have manufactured molding machines and their controllers for bra cup molding
for many years. Our molding machines have higher quality at a competitive cost effective
pricing.

SMS Production Warning System
SMS based alarm system is designed to access a central production management system, detect
any fault increase and production drop of unit failure. The system sends SMS alerts to the
relevant people and runs fully automatically without any user interaction. It is also proved for
increased productivity and efficiency.

Machine Monitoring and Alarming System on Wireless RF Network
A wireless machine monitoring and alarm displaying system is developed for monitor the
running status of important machineries. The system detects the machine breakdowns and cause
for the breakdown, stores in a central server and generates various reports on the machine
efficiency and breakdowns. The system was designed to minimize the machine breakdowns
within the factory and alerting the relevant operators on-line.

Customized Electronic Displays and Controllers
We manufacture microcontroller and FPGA based custom electronic displays and controllers for
various applications which require higher processing power, accuracy and customization.

Chemical Mixing and Weighting System
Computerized chemical mixing and weighing systems for dye houses for fabric dyeing plants

Production and Process Optimization
Our Industrial Engineering team analyzes your production process and consults on process
optimization and implementation.
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Garment Size Measuring and Reporting System
This is an automated system that will measure the garment size within 2seconds after lying. It
also detects button, logo position or pocket locations as well.

Labeling & Inspection Machines
Labels up to 120 strikers per minute for the garments and it can also customize according to your
requirements.

Fabric and Ribbon Padding Machines
A new type of fabric padding machine was manufactured for dye bath, IR heaters, mixers and
edge aligned rerolling.

Ribbon & Elastic Winding Unwinding Length Cutting Machine
This is made with adjustable speed, target length stopping and fully programmable for ribbons
with different widths.

Packing/ Wrapping Machines
This machine can be used for thread cones, fabric rolls, gloves or finish goods. Speed up to 60
units/min with automatic loading and unloading. This can be customized for any type of products
with automatic labeling and printing.

Ultra Sound and Laser Cutting Machine
This machine has high precision and speed and it made for slot cutting and removing inter parts.
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Hitech Solutions Can Provide
Innovative
Hi-tech
Cost Effective
Efficient
Durable
Machinery, Custom Engineered Solutions for Your
Specific Needs.

Our after sales service includes planned maintenance and emergency
breakdown service 24x7 anywhere in Sri Lanka.

Contact Us
HITECH SOLUTIONS Pvt Ltd,
No18/1B,
Samurdhi Mawatha,
Biyagama, Sri Lanka.
E- Mail: info@hitech.lk , info@hitechsl.com
Web: www.hitech.lk ,www.hitechsl.com
www.facebook.com/hitechsl
www.alibaba.com/company/100080487
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